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Please turn to our Company Protile and leyel Swilch
Selection Guide to learn more of the advantages in

specifying Thomas Products [td.@ sensors,
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l{otes: Mode! 5200
1. Flow rates are for water, these valves will

decrease as the viscosity increases.

2. All wetted parts in brass housing are
brass and 31 6 SST or 31 6 SST housing
is all 316 SST.

3. For pipe sizes larger than 1", indication
can be seen at water velocity of 3 ft./sec.

4, High temperalure modifications
available.

5. Pressure drop <1 PSIG.

6. 5.0 GPM indicators can be installed in

any mounting attitude.

7. 1.5 GPM indicators must be installed
horizontally in a vertical pipe run with the
flow direction up.

8. lf you need to know what direction the
liquid is flowing either a437020r 43704
may be used. Unit must be installed in

a horizontal pipe run, indicator housing
up at 12:00. Depending on installation,
lhe red and green side will indicate the
direction of flow.
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Applications:
. Replaces unreadable sight

windows.

. Use in hazardous locations.

r Non-electrical.

RED means
noflow,
GREEN means
flow is 0K
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The housing has 2 separate chambers. ln the front chamber
behind a transparent lens is a 2 color roller, half red, half green

and it is equipped with a magnet. ln the rear chamber is a magnet
equipped target free to swing with the action of the liquid's flow.
The poles of the 2 magnets are opposite crealing a permanent
interlock. As the liquid flow falls, the target and magnet swing to
rotate the roller exposing the red side indicating low liquid flow.
Accordingly, as the flow rises, the green side indicating a

satisfactory liquid flow condition appears.
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Model 5200 illustrated at no flow condition, red side visible.
Unit is installed into a standard PVC 1x1x3/4" SCH 40 reducing
tee or a similar method may be used.
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